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Partial nephrectomy (PN) is the reference standard for

renal tumors that are amenable to a kidney-sparing

approach. With oncologic outcomes superior to thermal

ablation and renal functional outcomes superior to radical

nephrectomy, the number of situations in which PN is

employed is growing.1,2 The outcomes of PN vary greatly

with surgeon experience, variations in technique, and

tumor complexity. Several techniques have been developed

and modified during the past 30 years or more, with con-

temporary discussions addressing optimization of the

oncologic, renal functional, and postoperative outcomes of

PN.3

During the late 1990s, minimally invasive PN was

pioneered using pure laparoscopic techniques.4,5 In the

initial single-center series reported, laparoscopic PN (LPN)

was found to be feasible and with acceptable morbidity

when performed by master laparoscopic surgeons who

were building upon the experience of prior experts’ open

surgical techniques.4–6 Comparison of results from these

initial series of LPN with OPN performed well after the

initial learning curve for this procedure revealed both

advantages and disadvantages for LPN despite the some-

what imbalanced comparison.7 LPN offered the advantages

of decreased operative time (median 3.3 vs. 4.3 h; relative

risk [RR]: 0.78 (95 % confidence interval [CI]: 0.75–0.81),

p\ 0.0001), decreased operative blood loss (median 300

vs. 376 ml; RR: 0.80 (95 % CI: 0.74–0.83), p\ 0.0001),

and shorter hospital stay (median 3.3 vs. 5.8 days; RR: 0.59

(95 % CI: 0.56–0.61), p\ 0.0001). In these 1800 patients,

the disadvantages of LPN were longer warm ischemia time

(median 31 vs. 20 min; RR: 1.69 (95 % CI: 1.62–1.77),

p\ 0.0001), more urologic complications (9.2 vs. 5.0 %;

odds ratio [OR]: 2.14 (95 % CI: 1.39–3.31), p = 0.0006),

and more nonurologic complications (15.7 vs. 14.3 %; OR:

1.53 (95 % CI: 1.12–2.10), p = 0.0077). The major con-

cerns for LPN were the higher observed rate of

postoperative hemorrhage and urine leak that was accen-

tuated by the larger tumors and less fit patients in the cohort

undergoing OPN.6

With further refinements in technique, the results of

minimally invasive PN have improved substantially during

15? years of refinement.3,8 With LPN, and more recently

with robotic PN (RPN), ischemia times and complications

have decreased substantially.3,9 When directly comparing

similar cohorts undergoing LPN or RPN by the same sur-

geons, RPN was associated with shorter hospital stays (2.4

vs. 2.7 days), shorter ischemic intervals (19.7 vs.

28.4 min), and lower complication rates (8.6 vs. 10.2 %) in

a multi-institutional study.10 Meta-analysis of multiple

retrospective studies indicated that LPN and RPN provided

comparable hospital stay and complication rates, with an

advantage of shorter ischemia time for RPN even with

greater tumor complexity in these cases.9 RPN appears to

have extended the reach of LPN, enabling PN to be per-

formed in more complex scenarios and by a greater number

of proficient surgeons.

The published evidence has suggested that RPN can

likely be performed with a favorable risk–benefit profile

relative to OPN for well-selected patients.3,11–13 This pre-

sent report confirms these prior reports.14 Peyronnet et al.

report in this issue of Annals of Surgical Oncology that

RPN is associated with favorable perioperative outcomes

when compared with OPN. Data were collected from 1800
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patients in this retrospective multicenter study, including

937 RPN and 863 OPN. The authors found that Clavien

grade 3 or higher complications occurred less frequently

with RPN (7.8 vs. 11 %) and after propensity-score-

weighted analysis, the odds ratio for complications with

OPN was 2.11 (95 % CI: 1.53–2.91). The ischemia time

was shorter (15.7 vs. 18.6 min) with RPN and likely

attributable to use of the early unclamping technique in this

series. In multivariable analysis, this difference was not

statistically significant and likely due to confounders.

Hospital stay (4.7 vs. 10.1 days) and estimated blood loss

(275 vs. 360 ml) also were lower with RPN. One potential

limitation of MIPN is the surgical learning curve, which

appears to be longer with LPN than with RPN.15–18 Most

studies suggest that outcomes improve after a surgeon

completes between 30 and 40 cases. The current work

supports the notion that complication rates are higher

during a surgeon’s (or institution’s) learning curve: major

and hemorrhagic complications were nearly twofold higher

for ‘‘PN performed during the first year after acquisition of

the robot’’ (p = 0.02). Each surgeon and institution should

consider the implications of this process on their patients.

RPN did not appear to compromise oncologic outcomes,

because surgical approach did not have an association

(p = 0.72) with cancer-specific survival (CSS), albeit at a

median follow-up of 13 months. Prognostic factors for CSS

were tumor size (p = 0.01) and Fuhrman grade

(p = 0.007). Other reports have demonstrated similar

findings, namely that tumor characteristics (not surgical

approach: LPN vs. OPN) are the main predictors of

recurrence at 10 years after PN.19

Strengths of the present work include the large sample

size, statistically and clinically significant outcomes

reported, and overall significance of the findings in the

context of contemporary practice. The limitations include

the retrospective and observational nature of the study and

the short follow-up after RPN. With the wide integration of

the Da Vinci surgical system for RPN, additional data from

multiple centers and with more robust follow-up will no

doubt confirm the validity of these findings. Robotic

technology has made this challenging operation more

accessible and more reproducible, such that the move to

RPN as a reference standard for small renal masses appears

to have occurred. The successful treatment of larger and

more complex tumors with RPN indicates that it has the

potential to permit more patients who stand to benefit from

a kidney-sparing surgery to receive one with less

morbidity.
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